CDC Testimonials of Recent “Graduates”

- “We really thought the teachers stood out. We always felt they were interested and cared about our child. The class sizes were small enough that individual attention was given to our child and we think that helped tremendously in his development.”

- “Our experience at the CDC was incredible and we will look back fondly at this time. This was a safe and positive environment that our child grew, learned and prospered in. We also want to give special credit to all of his teachers. We know they go above and beyond and took special interest in our child. This was most important to us. As a family, we want to say thank you. I truly believe the teachers and staff of the CDC made our child the person he is today.”

- “We cannot thank the teachers and staff enough for the loving care our child has received while attending the CDC. What a wonderful formative experience of school! Attending the CDC taught our child so much about trusting other adults, making friends, solving problems, group socialization, school behavior and the love of learning. The strong sense of community formed from VCU and the CDC have helped our child learn desirable life lessons. We are grateful.”

- “We have enjoyed being a part of the VCU CDC family. Both of our children have attended and were incredibly well prepared for VPI/Kindergarten. The staff is so patient and amazing. I have always felt at ease dropping my children off as I know they are in the best of hands! The curriculum is amazing. Thank you for all you have done for my kids!”

- From a VCU student observing at the CDC for a class requirement: “I wanted to thank you for opening up your classroom for student observations. The way you interact with the children is an inspiration. Your passion for teaching has me excited to begin my career. I appreciated the time you afforded me in your classroom.”

- From a former student volunteer: “I consider the time I spent as a volunteer at the CDC to be one of the most important defining moments of my life. Because of you and all the wonderful teachers at the CDC I found a career that I am willing to dedicate the rest of my life to. Once again, thank you for all of your patience, your guidance, and your understanding (especially about my school schedule). I am extremely proud to have been a part of the VCU Child Development Center, even for a short while, and I am honored to know you and all the other wonderful teachers there.”